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This is the sixth issue of Gundam Forward, a Gundam magazine dedicated to “reporting from 

the forefront of Gundam” by providing the most recent Gundam information and professional 

modelers’ Gunpla production techniques, as well as other useful information.

Following the previous volume, we feature New Mobile Report Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz
once again. We’ ll shed some light on the KADOKAWA comic New Mobile Report Gundam 
Wing: Endless Waltz: Glory of the Losers by illustrating the mobile suits in the title with our 

custom kits.
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TOPIC

FROM OCTOBER 2021 THE OFFICIAL YOUTUBE “GUNDAM CHANNEL” PRESENTS 

ENJOY GAME X GUNPLA X ANIME TOGETHER!
The Gundam Breaker Battlogue Project, 
which combines games, gunpla, and 
anime, has begun!

In October 2021, Gundam Breaker 
Battlogue, a series of six short-films 
featuring many original mobile suits, 
released on the official YouTube channel 
“Gundam Channel.” This project has 
progressed through several stages, 
including the HG model adaptation of these 
mobile suits in the film and the distribution 
of a prequel story mission in the Gundam 
Breaker Mobile game app.
This section introduces Gundam Breaker 
Battlogue, the first Gunpla anime since 
Gundam Build Divers Re:RISE, directed by 
Masami Obari, who also directed Gundam 
Build Fighters Battlogue and Gundam Build 
Divers Battlogue.

©Sotsu•Sunrise

Ryusei Fudo
(VA: Kensho Ono)

Sana Miyata
(VA: Rie Takahashi)

Touma Aizen
(VA: Yuki Ono)

Kadomatsu
(VA: Tomokazu Sugita)

Misa Satsukino
(VA: Yuka Iguchi)

◄ Sokai High School third-year 
student. Sana persuades him to 
join the Gunpla club, but his talent 
for Gunpla Battle quickly blossoms 
thanks to his friendly rivalry with 
Touma and special training with his 
senior Rindo. Ryusei receives the 
high school Triple Crown for 
individual competition.

▲ Sana recruits Ryusei to 
help save the Sokai High School 
Gunpla club, which is on the 
verge of disbanding due to a 
lack of members. Sana’s latent 
talents awaken through continued 
activity, and she comes to enjoy 
Gunpla with all her heart, despite 
her low opinion of herself as 
a Gunpla Fighter.

◄ Ryusei’s friendly adversary. 
Touma used to be the leader of 
the Sokai High School Gunpla 
club, but in order to support his 
family, he transfers to a high 
school affiliated with Gokusode 
University. Despite his calm 
demeanor, he has a daring and 
aggressive battle style.

► A researcher who 
specializes in information 
science. He enjoys computer 
games and works as a support 
engineer for the Ayato 
Shopping Street Gunpla Battle 
Team as a hobby.

► To stop the decline of Ayato 
Shopping District in her 
hometown, she forms a Gunpla 
team with the same name. 
Takuma’s addition inspires her 
to mature as a Gunpla fighter. 
She is responsible but rash, 
acting before she thinks.

CHARACTERS

STAFF STORY
Planning and Production: SUNRISE
Original Story: Hajime Yatate, Yoshiyuki Tomino
Director: Masami Obari
Screenwriters: Yuichiro Kitaoka (Lepton), So Mayumi (Lepton)
Gundam Breaker 3 Character Design: Yuriko Chiba
GUNDAM BREAKER MOBILE Character Design: taiki
Character designers: Kenichi Ohnuki, Juri Toida
Mecha Designers: Kunio Okawara, Kanetake Ebikawa, Kotaro Ando (Studio GS), 
Kyoryu Kuramochi, Kyoshi Takigawa, Naohiro Washio
Chief Mecha Animator: Shinya Kusumegi
ART DIRECTOR: Kenta Masuda
Color designer: Hiroyasu Kanemitsu
CG DIRECTOR: Yuki Murozono
Cinematographer: Daichi Nogami
EDITOR: Yukiko Nojiri
SOUND DIRECTOR: Jin Aketagawa
Planning & Cooperation: BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment, 
BANDAI SPIRITS, SOTSU

The Gunpla Battle U.S. Championship has 
reached the final round following intense 
fighting. The figure of a particular fighter 
appears there.
A few months later, Misa Satsukino, who is 
building a new Gunpla in Ayato Shopping 
Street, seems to be in a bad mood. As an 
outlet for her unfocused anger, she enters 
battle with her completed Gunpla in a 
simulator, but it is suddenly restrained.
The fates of the Gunpla Fighters are at a 
crossroads on the eve of the massive GB 
Festa event.

This series features 
characters from Gundam 
Breaker 3 and Gundam 
Breaker Mobile.
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MECHANICS
Six mechanical designers, including Kunio Okawara, will be involved in 
the project. How will the Gunpla fare in the story, with each having an 
unique design?

Gundam Helios
(Designer: Kunio Okawara)

Blazing Gundam
(Designer: Kyoryu Kuramochi)

Gundam 
Barbataurus
(Designer: Naohiro Washio)

Gundam OO 
Command Qan[T]
(Designer: Kanetake Ebikawa)

Gundam Livelance Heaven
(Designer: Kyoshi Takigawa)

Gundam Perfect 
Strike Freedom

(Designer: Kotaro Ando (Studio GS))

▲ Active Cloak closed

A Gunpla made by combining 
elements from various Gundams. 
It was named after the sun god 
Helios because of the dazzling 
radiance emitted from the clear 
parts all over its body when 
it deploys its huge wings and 
releases its fins.

This Gunpla was customized with the 
concept of being a sibling machine to the 
God Gundam, just as the Rising Gundam is 
a sibling machine to the Shining Gundam. 
This ultra-fast close combat machine weighs 
significantly less than the God Gundam.

A Gunpla based 
on the Gundam 
Barbatos. Connecting 
two Gundam frames 
resulted in a four-
legged silhouette 
with a centaur motif.

A Gunpla that incorporates elements 
of the SD Command Gundam into 
the 00 Qan[T]. It has many new 
weapons designed for both long and 
short-range use, allowing it to fight in 
any situation, in addition to improved 
defenses thanks to its extra armor.

Based on the Gundam Deathscythe Hell, this 
Gunpla was customized with an angel-like design 
and coloring, the polar opposite of its original 
Grim Reaper motif. Its active cloak unfolds into 
six massive wings.

A Gunpla based on the 
Strike Freedom Gundam that 
incorporates the Perfect Strike 
Gundam’s functionality. Its 
sword and launcher employ 
a connection gimmick, allowing 
for more powerful shooting and 
close-combat attacks.
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GUNPLA RELEASE CALENDAR

HG Helios Gundam

HG Gundam Livelance Heaven

◄▲► The successor to the 
Gundam Areus. The backpack 
wings have been changed from 
Destiny Gundam to Freedom 
Gundam, and the shoulder armor 
has been changed from F91 with 
heat-dissipating fins to a Unicorn 
Gundam-style psycho-frame.

◄▲► Its base Gunpla is the only one of the series’ six original Gunpla that 
has not been adapted into an HG kit. We’ve seen a lot of Gundam Wing kits 
recently, so we’d like to see this base kit released as a kit as well.

Helios Gundam is 
an improved version of 

the Gundam Areus used by 
the protagonist of Gundam 
Breaker Mobile. It incorporates 
designs from several 
Gundams! The iconic wings of 
the Freedom Gundam and the 
Double Satellite Cannon have 
been modified in unexpected 
ways. It has the “Palma 
Fiocina” Palm Beam 
Cannon from the 
Destiny Gundam 
mounted on 
both hands.

It is a Gundam Deathscythe Hell variant. Unlike the original, this Gunpla It is a Gundam Deathscythe Hell variant. Unlike the original, this Gunpla 
has a contrasting white and gold color scheme. Its primary weapon, the has a contrasting white and gold color scheme. Its primary weapon, the 
Beam Lance, can also transform into a rod, a lance, and a scythe.Beam Lance, can also transform into a rod, a lance, and a scythe.

HG Helios Gundam
● 2530 yen, released 
in November 2021

*The images on this page 
are CG models under 

development and 
may differ from the 

actual products.

● Manufacturer: 
BANDAI SPIRITS 

Hobby Division 
Creation Department 
● 1/144 ● Plastic kit

The Gunpla Release Calendar for 2021 includes a slew of Gunpla based on Gundam Breaker Battlelogue, introduced in the previous 
chapter. They have entirely different appearances from the original kits used as their motifs, which makes them very exciting.

©Sotsu•Sunrise ©Sotsu•Sunrise•MBS

NOVEMBER
2021

NOVEMBER
2021

11

11

HG Gundam Perfect HG Gundam Perfect 
Strike FreedomStrike Freedom

The MS is outfitted with a Combo Weapon Pod on 
the right shoulder, as well as numerous Perfect Strike 
Gundam-inspired weapons. It carries upgraded versions 
of the “Xiphias 3” railguns in its backpack. It also has the 
“Schwert Gewehr” Anti-Ship Laser Sword and the “Agni” 
Hyper Impulse Cannon.

◄▲► It has a 
Combo Weapon Pod 
on the right shoulder 
and a “Panzer Eisen” 
Rocket Anchor on the 
left. The “Schwert 
Gewehr” and the 
“Agni” combine to 
form the “Super 
Schwert Gewehr.” 

HG Gundam Livelance Heaven
● 2220 yen, released in 
November 2021

DECEMBER
2021

12

HG Gundam Perfect Strike Freedom

● 2530 yen, released in December 2021
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HG Blazing Gundam

HG Gundam BarbataurusHG Gundam Barbataurus

HG GUNDAM 00 
COMMAND QAN[T] The Blazing Gundam is a custom-built gunpla created to be the “brother” 

machine to the God Gundam. The ability to merge with the Core Lander has 
been removed. Instead, the energy-generator components are mounted on the 
forearms, and the God Finger Protector on the forearms has been relocated and 
integrated into the ankle armor, allowing it to use an emerald green glow martial art 
with the legs.

                A Gunpla based on the Gundam                 A Gunpla based on the Gundam 
Barbatos. By connecting two Gundam Barbatos. By connecting two Gundam 
frames, it has been transformed into a frames, it has been transformed into a 
four-legged silhouette with a centaur motif, four-legged silhouette with a centaur motif, 
making it significantly larger than other making it significantly larger than other 
suits. The asymmetrical antenna on the suits. The asymmetrical antenna on the 
head and the massive horns on both head and the massive horns on both 
shoulders are eye-catching.shoulders are eye-catching.

The 00 Qan[T] is a custom Gunpla with SD Command Gundam elements added. 
It has a massive silhouette with military features, as opposed to the original Qan[T]. 
Furthermore, the entire body is armored, giving the machine a significantly different 
appearance than the original machine.

◄▲ The Beam Tonfa is carried 
on the sides of the backpack. It 
has a removable face mask. To 
avoid interfering with movement, 
the shoulder and waist armor 
have been reduced in size.

◄▲ A Heavy Machine Gun with a bayonet is mounted 
on the right arm. The original QAN[TGN ]’s Shield has 
been relocated to the left hand, along with a Combat 
Knife and a Launcher. The backpack also contains a 
powerful Command Sword and a missile launcher, 
providing it with overwhelming offensive power.

► This crimson red mobile suit is based on 
the Gouf Custom. The distinctive red color 
distinguishes it from the original suit, which doesn’t 
appear on the other Gouf-related machines.

► It is a Wing Gundam 
Zero variant with a sky 
blue color scheme that 
excels in air combat.

◄ This Ground combat type 
Gundam is designed for urban 
warfare, with a black base and 
orange lines. It would come in 
handy during night battles.

◄ The term “inversion” refers 
to reversal or opposite. The 
white armor of the original 
machine has been reversed 
to black, and the red of the 
frame has been deepened.

HG Wing Gundam 
Sky Zero

HG Gundam Ground 
Urbun Combat Type

HG Gundam Astray Red 
Frame Inversion

● 1870 yen ● Premium 
Bandai sales item

● 1980 yen ● Premium 
Bandai sales item

● 1980 yen ● Premium 
Bandai sales item

Premium 
Bandai items

DECEMBER
2021

JANUARY
2022

JANUARY
2022

12

 1

 1

HG Blazing Gundam

HG Gouf Crimson Custom

HG Gundam 
Barbataurus

● 2200 yen, released in 
December 2021

● 1980 yen ● Premium Bandai sales item

● 2200 yen, released 
in January 2022

▲► Its primary 
weapon is a large 
bow that can 
transform into 
handguns or the 
Twin Blades. The 
additional armor on 
the back’s left and 
right sides has 
3 mm holes and 
appears to have 
a large weapon 
loading capacity.

HG Gundam 00 
Command QAN[T] 
● 2200 yen, released 
in January 2022
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The long-awaited 
SD Gundam series Blu-ray 
Boxset is finally releaseD! 

Mobile suit SD gundam

SD Gundam Force

BB Senshi Sangokuden: Brave Battle Warriors

Exclusively available from A-on STORE and PREMIUM BANDAI shop!!

Original box illustrations Illustrations by Koji Yokoi + Ichiko Kageyama (Layup)

The SD Gundam anime series debuted 
in 1988 and has been running ever since. 
The three titles Mobile Suit SD Gundam, 
SD Gundam Force, and SD Gundam 
Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors will be 
packaged together in a single boxset and 
available exclusively through A-on STORE 
and PREMIUM BANDAI! Because
Mobile Suit SD Gundam and SD Gundam
Force are being released on Blu-ray for 
the first time, this is a once-in-a-lifetime 
opportunity to own all three titles. The 
box includes 16 Blu-ray discs with newly 
illustrated specifications as well as all 
of the bonus videos included in each of 
the previously released volumes, totaling 
approximately 2360 minutes.
Despite the fact that different generations 
may have different beginnings and 
exposures to different works, we hope 
that you will get this long-awaited 
super-luxury item as a memorial or as a 
new discovery of the SD Gundam world!

©Sotsu•Sunrise

It includes the entire Mobile Suit SD Gundam series, from the first 

animated SD Gundam OVA, Mobile Suit SD Gundam MK-I through MK-V, 

as well as the theatrical animation Mobile Suit SD Gundam Strikes Back. 

It also includes parodies of the original Gundam, the Olympics, a school 

festival, and various episodes with real Gundams. SD Sengokuden also 

contains popular episodes like “Chapter of the Violent Final Sky Castle” 

and “Zumushitei no Ninja Gassen.”

In addition to SD Sengokuden, the popular Mobile Suit SD Gundam 
Gaiden series includes episodes ranging from “the Lacroan Heroes” to 

“Knight of Light,” which depict the adventures of the Knight Gundam and 

Algus Knights. This is one of many stories set in the world of Sudad 

Dooraka (* which is in fact the Japanese name for the original card game 

from which they were derived but spelled backwards (CARDDASS)).

Even after a long time, the episode “Musha, Knight, Command SD 

Gundam Emergency Sortie” is a masterpiece in which Musha Gundam, 

Knight Gundam, and Command Gundam co-star. This episode is also 

included in Mobile Suit SD Gundam Festival Plus, a theater-focused 

compilation. Also included are SD Gundam Gaiden: Seikihei Monogatari, 
SD Commando War Chronicles: Gundam Force, Super G-Arms, Final 
Formula VS Noum Gyaza, and The Tale of the SD Warring States: World 
Peace Chapter.
There are far too many attractions associated with SD Gundam to list 

here. However, we hope you enjoy watching the origin of the SD 

Gundam anime.

SD Gundam Blu-ray Collection Box
● Namco Bandai Arts ● 42900 yen, released October 2021 ● Mobile Suit SD Gundam approx. 401 minutes (approx. 386 
minutes of main story + 15 minutes of video extras), SD Gundam Force approx. 1270 minutes (approx. 1200 minutes of 
main story + 70 minutes of video extras), SD Gundam Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors approx. 691 minutes (approx. 
621 minutes of main story + 70 minutes of video extras) ● linear PCM ● A-on STORE and Premium Bandai sales items

It contains 10 OVAs and 3 theatrical anime movies shown between May 1988 
and March 1993. Included titles: Mobile Suit SD Gundam, Mobile Suit SD 
Gundam Festival, and Mobile Suit SD Gundam Festival Plus and others. There 
are 27 episodes total. Bonus Videos: “Mobile Suit SD Gundam : SD Gundam. H: 
Past, Present, and Future,” “SD Gundam Encyclopedia Part 1” etc.

This item will only be available from the official Namco Bandai Arts online store “A-on STORE” and 

PREMIUM BANDAI. Check out the links below right now!

A-on STORE: https://a-onstore.jp/shop/sd-gundam

PREMIUM BANDAI: https://p-bandai.jp/item/item-1000160233

DATA

It contains all 52 TV series episodes broadcast from January 
2004 to December 2004.
Bonus videos: SD Gundam Force, bonus disc “Zakozako Disc“... 
Includes “Zakozako Hour Special Edition,” “Secret Footage“, etc.

Includes all 51 episodes of the TV series, which aired from April 2010 
to March 2011, as well as Super Densei Version SD Gundam 
Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors, which aired in February 2010. 
Bonus videos: SD Gundam Sangokuden Brave Battle Warriors, BB 
Fighters Sangokuden PV1-5, SD Gundam Sangokuden PV1-2, etc.

DATA

DATA

▲From “Mobile Suit SD Gundam Mk-I - Part I: 
The Fierce Battle - Can the Gundam Rise?” in 
“Mobile Suit SD Gundam Mk-I”

▲ Captain Gundam, who was damaged during 
the battle, is repaired by Shouto, and the two 
become partners.

▲ Brave heroes clash for the sake of their 
country, peace, and defeating formidable foes, 
each with their own thoughts and feelings in mind.

▲ Knight Gundam of Lacroa, devoted to the 
realm’s King and Princess. He came to Neotopia 
in search of a way to restore the kingdom of 
Lacroa, which had been magically petrified by 
the Dark Axis invasion.

▲ Cao Cao is willing to turn his blade against 
anyone, even those he has previously fought with, 
for the sake of his own supremacy.

▲ Dark Axis joins forces with the powerful in each 
dimensional world to expand the invasion.

▲ A heated battle between three heroes who 
inherit the souls of the mythical Three Sovereigns: 
Ryutei, Jaku Shun, and Kogyo.

▲ Musha Gundam from Ark is dimensionally 
transferred to Neotopia after being caught in 
a rogue transporter during a battle between 
Kibaomaru’s allied forces and the Dark Axis.

► 
Through 
interaction 
with 
Shouto, 
Captain 
Gundam 
develops 
his soul 
drive, the 
source 
of his 
energy.

▲ During the battle with Cao Cao, Liu Bei 
becomes one with the Dragon Emperor’s spirit and 
realizes his true power.

▲From “Mobile Suit SD Gundam Strikes Back: 
School Festival Calling Storm” 

▲ From “SD Gundam Gaiden I: The Lacroan 
Heroes’ (SD Gundam Gaiden I)” 

▲From “SD Command Gundam Force SUPER 
GARMS Final Formula VS Noumgather” 

▲From “Mobile Suit SD Gundam Strikes Back 
SD Sengoku Den: Chapter of the Violent Final 
Sky Castle” 

▲From “Musha, Knight, Command SD Gundam 
Emergency Sortie” 

The first SD Gundam TV series was SD Gundam Force Dark Axis, in 

which an army of machine life forms, invades Neotopia, a future city 

where humans and robots coexist peacefully. Captain Gundam, the 

leader of the “Gundam Force,” a special combat unit of the dimensional 

defense organization S.D.G. (the Super Dimensional Guard), face off 

against Dark Axis alongside Shouto, a Neotopian boy with whom he 

shares a bond. Later they are joined by a winged knight, Zero and 

Bakunetsumaru from another dimension. The first half is set in Neotopia, 

while the second half is set in Lacroa, the home of Zero and 

Bakunetsumaru, and later at Ark, where a decisive battle takes place.

While the characters of Musha, Knight, and Command from previous 

SD Gundam works appear in this title, a new worldview has been 

created, depicting cross-dimensional battles and the passionate 

friendship between humans and robots.

The Romance of the Three Kingdoms inspired a new SD Gundam world. 

Mirisha, once pacified by the heroes known as the Three Sovereigns, is 

now a haven for bandits known as the Yellow Turban Bandits, who are 

rampaging across the land. Wishing for peace, Liu Bei Gundam sets out 

on a journey to fight the Yellow Turban bandits, which he defeats with the 

help of Guan Yu Gundam and Zhang Fei Gundam, whom he meets along 

the way. Subsequently, Liu Bei develops into a chivalrous man through 

battles with powerful enemies such as Dong Tak Zaku, who plans to 

dominate Mirisha, and Lu Bu Tallgeese, who possesses tremendous 

strength, meets new friends, and bids farewell to sworn brothers.

Meanwhile, Cao Cao Gundam, a former enemy of Dong Tak’s army, has 

established a capital in Xujing and is consolidating his power. He is now 

pursuing his path to supremacy by force in order to unite Mirisha. To 

counter the might of the Cao Cao Gundam, Liu Bei allied with Sun Quan 

Gundam, the ruler of Jiangdong who also fought Dong Tak’s army, with 

the assistance of the legendary military strategist “Crouching Dragon” 

Kong Ming Re-GZ. Finally, at Red Cliff, Liu Bei and Sun Quan square off 

against Cao Cao. What will become of Mirisha’s unification, the chivalrous 

champions’ goal?

TOPIC
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New Mobile Report Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz, which was well 

received in Vol.4, is featured again in this issue. While Vol.4 focused 

on the custom kits of the main characters’ first five Gundams, we will 

now shift our attention to the mobile suits in the latter half of the story, 

such as the MG Wing Gundam Proto Zero on the cover and the MG 

Gundam Epyon. In addition, we refeature four other Gundams from 

Vol.4  (excluding Wing Gundam), with new armaments from the 

New Mobile Report Gundam Wing Endless Waltz: Glory of the 

 (by KADOKAWA). Using custom kits created by professional 

modelers, we’ll chart the relationships between the MS, which appear 

to be more complicated than in the TV anime. We also show the 

mechanical correlation chart of the mobile suits, as well as kit reviews 

of Gundam Wing suits. Immerse yourself in the world of New Mobile 

New Mobile Report Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz

received in Vol.4, is featured again in this issue. While Vol.4 focused 

on the custom kits of the main characters’ first five Gundams, we will 

now shift our attention to the mobile suits in the latter half of the story, 

such as the MG Wing Gundam Proto Zero on the cover and the MG 

Gundam Epyon. In addition, we refeature four other Gundams from 

Vol.4  (excluding Wing Gundam), with new armaments from the 

comic, New Mobile Report Gundam Wing Endless Waltz: Glory of the 

Losers (by KADOKAWA). Using custom kits created by professional 

Losers (by KADOKAWA). Using custom kits created by professional 

Losers

modelers, we’ll chart the relationships between the MS, which appear 

to be more complicated than in the TV anime. We also show the 

mechanical correlation chart of the mobile suits, as well as kit reviews 

of Gundam Wing suits. Immerse yourself in the world of 

Report Gundam Wing!

New Mobile Report Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz

received in Vol.4, is featured again in this issue. While Vol.4 focused 

on the custom kits of the main characters’ first five Gundams, we will 

now shift our attention to the mobile suits in the latter half of the story, 

such as the MG Wing Gundam Proto Zero on the cover and the MG 

Gundam Epyon. In addition, we refeature four other Gundams from 

Vol.4  (excluding Wing Gundam), with new armaments from the 

comic, 

Losers

modelers, we’ll chart the relationships between the MS, which appear 

to be more complicated than in the TV anime. We also show the 

mechanical correlation chart of the mobile suits, as well as kit reviews 

New Mobile Report Gundam Wing: Endless Waltz

received in Vol.4, is featured again in this issue. While Vol.4 focused 

on the custom kits of the main characters’ first five Gundams, we will 

now shift our attention to the mobile suits in the latter half of the story, 

such as the MG Wing Gundam Proto Zero on the cover and the MG 

Gundam Epyon. In addition, we refeature four other Gundams from 

Vol.4  (excluding Wing Gundam), with new armaments from the 

comic, 

Losers

modelers, we’ll chart the relationships between the MS, which appear 

to be more complicated than in the TV anime. We also show the 

mechanical correlation chart of the mobile suits, as well as kit reviews 
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